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Gemara:  
• Continuing the discussion of sandal hamesumar, R Sheshes says if most of the nails fall out and only 4 or 5 

remain, one can go out in public with it. Rebbi says you can go out even if 7 nails remain. 
o If he performs fixes to it (i.e. covers it with leather, covers it entirely with nails, etc.) it is permitted. 
o The Gemara asks, is it muttar if “rov of the nails fell out” or is it if “4 or 5 remain?” Which one? 

▪ R Sheshes answers “rov” is when the nails are broke. “4/5” is when the others are removed. 
o The Gemara asks, if 5 is allowed, why do we need to say 4? That should be obvious! 

▪ R Chisda answers: 4 for a small sandal and 5 for a big sandal. 
o The Gemara asks, Rebbi says 7 nails here but we have a Baraisa where he allows up to 13 nails? 

▪ The case of 13 was to balance the shoe sole, so that is not considered “sandal hamesumar” 
• R Masna says the halacha is not like R Elazar B’R Shimon, who says you should not carry the sandal even in 

your home. We respond that even though you might think his reasoning makes sense in this case (despite the 
fact that he he is a yachid against a rabbim) still we don’t paskin like him. 

• R Chiya would have allowed many more nails. How many? In Sura, they said 22. In Pumbedisa, they said 24. 
• The Mishna stated that one cannot go out with one sandal when he doesn’t have a wound on his foot. We can 

infer that if he does have a wound, he CAN wear one sandal. We ask, on which foot does he wear the sandal? 
o R Huna says on the injured foot, for protection/to avoid pain. Chiya bar Abba (CbA) says on the 

uninjured foot, since the injured foot is bandaged. 
• R Yochanan (R’Y) agrees with R Huna, highlighted by an incident where we also see R’Y says to put on your left 

shoe before your right. However, we have a Baraisa where he says to put on the right before the left? 
o To answer the stirah, R Yosef says that one can put either the right or the left on first. 
o R Nachman bar Yitzchak says one can fulfill both opinions: Put on the right shoe but don’t tie it. Then 

put on the left and tie it. Then tie the right. 
• The Gemara says when taking off your shoes, take off the left first. When washing or anointing, wash/anoint 

your right hand first. If washing/anointing your body, start with your head. 
• The Mishna said, don’t go out with tefillin on Shabbos. R Safra says this is the case whether you hold to wear 

tefillin on Shabbos or not. 
• The Mishna said, don’t go out with a k’miah (amulet) that is not from an expert. R Pappa says this would apply 

to both an “expert k’miah” or a k’miah written by an “expert.” 
o The Gemara says, an “expert k’miah” is one that has healed three times. An “expert” at writing 

k’miah is one whose k’miahs have healed three times. 
o The Rabbanan say one can wear an expert k’miah whether they’re sick or for preventative measures. 
o One can tie/untie an expert k’miah in Reshus Harabbim, as long as he doesn’t tie it to a ring/bracelet, 

as it will look like he’s wearing it as an ornament. 
• We ask, does the k’miah need to heal one person three times or three different people one time?  

o We answer that for the k’miah writer to be “credentialed,” it needs three different people. For the 
k’miah to become “expert,” it can be the same person three times. 

• R Pappa says, if one writes 3 k’miahs that heal 3 people 3 times, both the writer and k’miah are “experts.” If 
those amulets only heal each person 1 time, the writer is an expert but the k’miahs are not. And if one wrote 1 
amulet for 3 people and it healed them, the k’miah is expert but the writer is not. But what if a person writes 3 
k’miahs for 1 person with 3 different ailments. Is the writer an expert? We answer Tayku. 

• Does a k’miah have kedusha? The Gemara says we don’t save them from a fire on Shabbos and on the topic of 
shaimos, we suggest to just cut out the name of Hashem and bury that.  

 
Halacha: 
• The Rambam states that k’miahs are not “real” in Moreh N’vuchim. But he does codify it in Mishna Torah. This 

seems to suggest that there are some that he believes are real, namely those with Hashem’s name in them. 
 
Inspiration: 
• We have a specific order for putting on shoes, washing, anointing, etc. as its important to have an established 

system and order to be most productive and accomplish. 


